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Written home exam IN3060/IN4060

2021 SPRING

Duration: June 11, 9 am to 1 pm

It is important that you read this cover page carefully before you start.

General information:

• Important messages during the exam are given directly from the course teacher on the
course's semester page. It is therefore important that you check the course's semester page
regularly.

• Your answer should reflect your own independent work and should be a result of your own
learning and work effort.

• All sources of information are allowed for written home exams. If you reproduce a text from
books, online articles, etc., a reference to these sources must be provided to avoid suspicions
of plagiarism. This also applies if a text is translated from other languages.

• You are responsible for ensuring that your exam answers are not available to others during
the exam period, neither physically nor digitally.

• Remember that your exam answers must be anonymous; do not state either your name or
that of fellow students.

• If you want to withdraw from the exam, press the hamburger menu at the top right of Inspera
and select "Withdraw".

Collaboration during the exam:

It is not allowed to collaborate or communicate with others during the exam. Cooperation and
communication will be considered as attempted cheating. A plagiarism control is performed on
all submitted exams where text similarities between answers are checked. If you use notes that
have been prepared in collaboration with others before the exam, this might be detected in a
plagiarism control. Such text similarities will be considered an attempt at cheating.

Cheats:

Read about what is considered cheating on UiO's website.

Digital hand drawing / file upload:

https://www.uio.no/english/studies/examinations/cheating/index.html


You have been given 30 min. extra time for uploading files (e.g. digital hand drawings). Check
out how to submit digital hand drawings

Contact information:

Technical issue: User support exam

● If you have any questions about the exam, you can contact the lecturer via direct
message (to Jieying Chen) on mattermost channel or via email: jieyingc@ifi.uio.no.

● During exam, please pay attention to the messages on the course page.

External tools:

You are free to use external tools to help you solve the problems.  E.g. Protégé to try out your
OWL axioms, a SPARQL processor to test your SPARQL queries, etc.  But please note

● it is possible to solve all problems without the help of external tools
● you will not get assistance from the teachers or tutor if you have difficulties with the tools

you want to use

About the marking:

● The exam consists of 5 sections with equal weight, i.e. 20% each.
● In the multiple choice question (i.e. Question 24), there is at least one correct answer.

You should find all the correct answers. You will get a negative score (-1 point) for
wrong answers, but never less than 0 for the whole question.

Good luck!

https://www.uio.no/english/studies/examinations/submissions/options-for-hand-drawings.html
https://www.uio.no/english/studies/examinations/submissions/options-for-hand-drawings.html
https://www.mn.uio.no/english/studies/exam/user-support.html


The maximum number of marks for the whole exam was 100. The minimum
number of marks required for each grade was as follows: For A, min. 85. For
B, min. 72. For C, min. 55. For D, min. 46. For E, min. 40. These boundaries
are based on an alignment of the delivered work with the grade definitions
given here:

https://www.uio.no/studier/eksamen/karakterer/

The final grade for each candidate is based on an evaluation of the delivered
work as a whole, and may therefore in some cases deviate from the
boundaries given above.

Section 1: OTTR

Section 1: OTTR

You may use the following prefixes without declaring them:

@prefix rdf:     <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#> .
@prefix rdfs:    <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#> .
@prefix owl:     <http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#> .
@prefix xsd:     <http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#> .

@prefix ottr:    <http://ns.ottr.xyz/0.4/> .

@prefix o-rdfs:  <http://tpl.ottr.xyz/rdfs/0.2/> .
@prefix o-rdf:  <http://tpl.ottr.xyz/rdf/0.1/> .

@prefix ex:      <http://example.com/ns#> .
@prefix wd:      <http://example.com/ns#> .
@prefix schema:  <http://schema.org/> .
@prefix wd:      <http://www.wikidata.org/prop/> .

https://www.uio.no/studier/eksamen/karakterer/


All examples are written in stOTTR syntax.

Your solutions must be given in correct stOTTR syntax.

There is no need to use templates from online template libraries (such as the core OTTR
template library at http://tpl.ottr.xyz), except in those cases this is explicitly stated in the exercise
text and in which case the template definition is also given.

Maximum points of this section: 20 points.

http://tpl.ottr.xyz


Question 1 Exercise: Cities

Exercise: Cities

The RDF graph below contains a repeating pattern of cities.

[] a ex:City ;
rdfs:label "Stavanger" ;
ex:sisterCity ex:Aberdeen, ex:Houston, ex:Antsirabe ;
ex:major "Kari Nessa Nordtun" ;
ex:established 1125 .

[] a ex:City ;
rdfs:label "Antsirabe" ;
ex:established 1872 .

Create a template and two instances of that template so that the two instances expand to the
above RDF graph.

The template should depend on the templates o-rdfs:Label and o-rdf:Type (from the Core OTTR
template library), whose definitions are given here:

o-rdfs:Label[
ottr:IRI ?resource,
rdfs:Literal ?label

] :: {
ottr:Triple(?resource, rdfs:label, ?label)

} .
o-rdf:Type[

ottr:IRI ?resource,
ottr:IRI ?type

] :: {
ottr:Triple(?resource, rdf:type, ?type)

} .

Solution:
ex:C[xsd:string ?name, ? List<ottr:IRI> ?sisterCities, ? xsd:string ?major,  xsd:integer ?year] :: {
o-rdf:Type(_:id, ex:City) ,
o-rdfs:Label(_:id, ?name) ,
cross | ottr:Triple(_:id, ex:sisterCity, ++?sisterCities) ,
ottr:Triple(_:id, ex:major, ?major) ,
ottr:Triple(_:id, ex:established, ?year)

} .



ex:C("Stavanger", (ex:Aberdeen, ex:Houston, ex:Antsirabe), "Kari Nessa Nordtun", 1125) .
ex:C("Antsirabe", none, none, 1872).

Maximum points: 7 points.

+ 1 point for each correct parameter with its declaration, including o-rdf:Type and
o-rdf:Label (max 5)

+ 1 point for each example correct triple (max 2)
- 1 point for missing o-rdfs:Type or o-rdfs:Label
- 1 for input type (should use ex:City)
- 1 for  oddities (e.g., missing several commas etc.)



Question 2 Exercise: Mountains

Exercise: Mountains

Create a template ex:Mountain so that the template instances given below expand without
errors to the RDF graph also given below.

Instances

ex:Mountain(ex:MountEverest, ("Mount Everest", "Qomolangma Feng"), "Earth's highest
mountain above sea level", ex:Nepal, 8848) .
ex:Mountain(none, ("Glittertind", "Glittertinden"), none, ex:Norway, 2464) .
ex:Mountain(none, ("The highland peak"), "Good afternoon hike", ex:Norway, none) .

RDF graph

@prefix schema: <http://schema.org/> .
@prefix ex:    <http://example.com/ns#> .
@prefix rdfs:  <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#> .
@prefix wd:    <http://www.wikidata.org/prop/> .
[ rdfs:label  "Glittertinden" , "Glittertind" ;
wd:P17      ex:Norway ;
wd:P2044    2464

] .
ex:MountEverest  rdfs:label  "Mount Everest" , "Qomolangma Feng" ;

schema:description  "Earth's highest mountain above sea level" ;
wd:P17              ex:Nepal ;
wd:P2044            8848 .

Solution:
ex:Mountain[ottr:IRI ?id = _:blank, List<xsd:string> ?names, ? xsd:string ?description, ottr:IRI
?country, xsd:integer ?moh] :: {
cross | o-rdfs:Label(?id, ++?names) ,
ottr:Triple(?id, schema:description, ?description) ,
ottr:Triple(?id, wd:P17, ?country) ,
ottr:Triple(?id, wd:P2044, ?moh)

} .

Maximum points: 7 points.



+ 1 for each correct declaration (max 4)
+ 1 optional flag on description
+ 1 Adding default blank first parameter
+ 1 for correct types
- 1 oddities (e.g., wrong use of non-blank/optional flags)
- For triples that would expand to things not present in the rdf graph.

Do not deduct points for simple typos.



Question 3 Exercise: River

Exercise: River

The following is a base template.

ex:River[!ottr:IRI ?id, !? List<owl:Class> ?type, ! xsd:string ?name, ?country, xsd:decimal ?ivh ]
:: BASE .

For each of the instances below, determine if the instance is a correct instance of the base
template or not. If the instance is incorrect, explain what the error is.

1 ex:River(none, none, none, none, none) .
2 ex:River(ex:Colorado, ex:Perennial, none, "USA", 434.76) .
3 ex:River(ex:Glomma, none, "Glomma", ex:Norway, "987 md") .
4 ex:River(ex:Nile, (ex:Perennial, ex:Exotic), "River Nile", ex:Egypt, 9345.45) .
5 ex:River([], (ex:Perennial, ex:Exotic), none, none, none) .
6 ex:River(ex:OhioRiver, ex:Tributary, ex:Distributary, "Ohio River", "USA", 1234) .

Solution:

1. Correct (but expands to an empty RDF graph).
2. Incorrect. 2nd argument should be a list.
3. Incorrect. 5th argument should be a decimal.
4. Correct.
5. Incorrect. 1st argument cannot be a blank node.
6. Incorrect. 2st argument cannot a list of strings (should be a list of IRIs).

Maximum points: 6 points.

+ 1 point for each correct answer (with explanation for errors)

Note:

● For the 6th. The exercise is not equal to the one in the grading guidance. The 2nd
argument is not a list, so stating that it has too many arguments or that it must have a list
or that several of the arguments are of wrong types are all valid reasons for error here.



Section 2: SPARQL

Section 2: SPARQL
A student of IN3060 is currently reading Leo Tolstoy's epic novel War and Peace. The novel

refers to a large number of people and places in a complex relationship. To get a better

understanding, he has decided to make an RDF dataset with persons, places, battles, and other
important events.

He uses the following namespaces:

dbo: http://dbpedia.org/ontology/

dbp: http://dbpedia.org/property/

wp: http://example.org/warandpeace/

foaf: http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/

xsd: http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#

And the following classes and properties:

foaf:Person

dbo:Place

dbo:Event

wp:Battle (declared as a subclass of dbo:Event)

wp:Family

dbp:name - the name of a Place, a Person, or an Event

dbo:spouse - the spouse of the Person

dbo:family - states that a person belongs to a wp:Family



dbo:participant - an event has participants

dbo:place - an event takes place at a place

dbo:startDate - the start date of a battle/event

dbo:endDate - the end date of a battle/event

Here are some example triples:

@prefix foaf: <http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/> .

@prefix dbo: <http://dbpedia.org/ontology/> .

@prefix dbp: <http://dbpedia.org/property/> .

@prefix wp: <http://example.org/warandpeace/> .

@prefix xsd: <http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#> .

wp:Kuragin a wp:Family ;

dbp:name "Kuragin" .

wp:VasilyKuragin a foaf:Person ;

dbo:spouse wp:AlineKuragina ;

dbo:family wp:Kuragin ;

dbp:name "Prince Vasily Kuragin" ;

foaf:gender "male" .

wp:SoireJuly1805 a dbo:Event ;

dbp:startDate "1805-07-15"^^xsd:date ;



dbp:endDate "1805-07-15"^^xsd:date ;

wp:hasLocation [ a dbo:Place ; dbp:name "AnnaPavlovna's" ] ;

wp:participant wp:VasilyKuragin ,  # and more... ...

wp:BattleOfAusterlitz a wp:Battle ;

dbp:startDate "1805-12-02"^^xsd:date ;

dbp:endDate "1805-12-02"^^xsd:date ;

dbo:place wp:Austerlitz ;

dbp:name "Battle of Austerlitz" ;

dbo:participant wp:AndreyBolkonsky , # and more... ...



General notes for Sparql queries:

● We don’t care about prefixes
● Try not to deduct points for the same (relatively minor) mistakes if a student does

the same (relatively  minor) mistakes on all queries (deduct points for comma in
select on the first query, if a student use describe instead of select on all queries,
deduct on the first question only)

● We don’t deduct points for mixing dbo/wp/dbp as there was already some
confusion between the exercise and the sample triples.

Question 4 Anna Pavlovna's soiree
The novel starts with Anna Pavlovna's soiree in Petersburg July 1805. We want to find out who
attended the soiree.

Write a SPARQL query that finds the name of all persons that attended an event in July 1805 at
a place called "Anna Pavlovna's" (see example triples).

Solution

select ?pname
where {

?event a dbo:Event ;
dbp:startDate ?date ;
dbo:place [ a dbo:Place ;

dbp:name "Anna Pavlovna's"] ;
dbo:participant [ a foaf:Person ; dbp:name ?pname ] .

filter(year(?date) = 1805 && month(?date) = 7)
}

Maximum points: 3 points.

+1 for correct filter
Comparing dates with <>= is also ok as long as the student uses ^^xsd:date
+2 for correct where and select clause. Use event, location, participant.
-1 for oddities (not deduct for very minor things though)

Notes:



● wp:hasLocation and dbo:Place are both ok,
● dbo:participant and wp:participant are both ok. Because they were both used in the

example triples (typo).
● We don’t worry about if the student uses the endDate-variable since we may assume

that a soiree is a one day event thus startDate and endDate would be equal.
● We don’t care about the prefixes (applies to all sparql exercises)

Question 5 Battles during Napoleon's invasion of Russia
Napoleon's invasion of Russia started when La Grande Armée crossed the border into Russia
the 24th of June 1812 and ended when the French troops left Russia 4th of December 1812.

Write a SPARQL query that lists the name, start date, end date of all the battles during
Napoleon's invasion of Russia. Order them by the date, beginning with the first battle of the
campaign.

Maximum points: 3 points.

Solution:

select ?bname ?sdate ?edate
where {

?battle a wp:Battle ;
dbp:name ?bname ;
dbp:startDate ?sdate ;
dbp:endDate ?edate .

FILTER(?sdate >= "1812-06-24"^^xsd:date && ?sdate <=
"1812-12-04"^^xsd:date)
} order by ?sdate

+ 1 point for correct filter
+ 1 points for correct select and where clauses
+ 1 point for correct ordering
- 1 point for oddities (e.g., comma in select) but max one



Question 6 How many battles
Some of Leo Tolstoy's characters participate in many battles. Both in the 1805 and in the 1812
campaign. We would like to know how many battles each character participates in.

Write a SPARQL query that finds the name of the characters and how many battles they have
participated in. Sort the results by number of battles (most battles first).

Maximum points: 3 points.

Solution:

select ?pname (count(?battle) AS ?numBattles)
where {

?battle a wp:Battle ;
dbo:participant ?participant .

?participant a foaf:Person ;
dbp:name ?pname .

} group by ?pname
order by desc(?numBattles)

+ 1 Point for correct select clause
+ 1 point for correct where clause (battle and participant with name)
+ 1 correct group by and order by
- 0.5 point for missing parenthesis in desc(?numBattles)
- 0.5 points for missing parenthesis in (count(?battle) AS ?numBattles)
- 0.5 points if order by comes before group by
- 0.5 point for oddities (e.g., comma in select)

Notes:
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Question 7 Characters from the same household
We would like to know in which battles (if any) more than one of Tolstoy's characters from the
same family have participated together.

Write a SPARQL query that lists the name of battle, the name of the family and the number of
participants from the family where more than one person from the same family have
participated.

Maximum points: 4 points.

Solution:

select ?bname ?fname (count(?participant) AS ?numParticipant)
where {

[] a wp:Battle ;
dbp:name ?bname ;
dbo:participant ?participant .

?participant a foaf:Person ;
dbo:family [ a wp:Family ; dbp:name ?fname ]  .

} group by ?bname ?fname
having(?numParticipant > 1)

+ 1 point for select clause
+ 1 point for where clause (battle, participant, family)
+ 1 point for group by
+ 1 point for having
- 0.5 point for oddities (e.g., comma in selelect, confusing dots (.) and semicolons (;))
- 0.5 for missing parenthesis in having
- 0.5 for missing parenthesis in select
- 0.5 for missing one of the two (?bname ?fname) in group by

Note:

This alternative query construction also answers the main question. I.e., if we can find two
persons from the same family, we know that more than one have participated. The only problem



is that you cannot get the number of participants. Thus, for an answer like this, we should
deduct one point for not providing the number of participants. Having is not necessary in
this query.

SELECT ?battle_name ?family_name WHERE {
?battle a wp:Battle ;

dbp:name ?battle_name ;
dbo:participant ?person1, ?person2 .

?person1 a foaf:Person ;
dbo:family ?family .

?person2 a foaf:Person ;
dbo:family ?family .

?family dbp:name ?family_name .
filter (?person1 != ?person2)

}
GROUP BY ?battle_name ?family_name



Question 8 A character's immediate circle
The student would like to know what the immediate circle of each of Tolstoy's characters is. This
is, unfortunately, not easily found in the dataset. We can, however, make some assumptions
and create a new graph.

Write a SPARQL query that creates a new RDF graph where two persons knows each other
(you should use foaf:knows) if:

1) They are in the same family.

2) if a person is married, (and they are not listed in the RDF graph as belonging to the same
family) he/she knows all the people from his/her spouse's family.

Maximum points: 4 points.



Solution:

construct {
?p1 foaf:knows ?p2 .

} where {
{

?p1 a foaf:Person ;
dbo:family ?fam .

?p2 a foaf:Person ;
dbo:family ?fam .

filter (?p1 != ?p2)
}
UNION
{

?p1 a foaf:Person ;
dbo:family ?fam1 .

?spouse a foaf:Person ;
dbo:family ?fam2 .

?p1 dbo:spouse|^dbo:spouse ?spouse .
?p2 a foaf:Person ;

dbo:family ?fam2 .
filter(?fam1 != ?fam2)

}
}

+ 1 point for construct clause
+ 1 point for same family (?p1 and ?p2 and same family)
+ 1 point for spouse’s family (?p1 and ?spouse connected with dbo:spouse and ?p2 same

family as ?spouse)
+ 1 point for correct use of union (including the correct parenthesis)
- 0.5 point for oddities (e.g., comma in select, mixing ; and .,extra strange constructs)
- 0.5 point for missing (filter ?p1 != ?p2), i.e., will show the person as knowing

himself/herself.
- 0.5 If the student doesn’t use union at all just stating the two parts in the same {}.

Notes:

● Adding name in construct is not necessary, but ok
● We don’t deduct points for missing filter in the second union clause. We can argue that a

person’s spouse is not from the same family.
● We don’t deduct points for missing inverse because we can argue that we don’t know if

the data is complete or not.
● Different solutions may be possible? Give some points if it seems reasonable.



Question 9 Missing data
Since the student has not yet finished the book, there is still data missing. Before starting, he
entered all the battles in the novel, and now he is entering details about each of them as he
reads. We would like to know which battles he has not yet populated with data.

Write a SPARQL-query that lists the name of battles with no participants.

Maximum points: 3 points.

Solution:

select ?ename
where {

?event a wp:Battle ;
dbp:name ?ename .

FILTER NOT EXISTS {
?event dbo:participant ?participant .

}
}

+ 2 points for using filter not exists or minus
Group by + having (count (?participant) == 0) works only if used together with optional

+ 1 point for select and where clause (the question asks specifically for the name of the
battle)

- 1 point for oddities



Section 3: RDFS Inference

Section 3: RDFS Inferences

Assume we have the following prefixes:

@prefix rdf: <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#> .

@prefix rdfs: <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#> .

@prefix : <http://www.ifi.uio.no/ingredients#> .

and let Γ

be the following set of triples

describing some simple relations between foods and ingredients.

(1) :Food rdf:type rdfs:Class .

(2) :Bread rdfs:subClassOf :Food .

(3) :Sausage rdfs:subClassOf :Food .

(4) :Animal rdf:type rdfs:Class .

(5) :Plant rdf:type rdfs:Class .

(6) :ChemicalSubstance rdf:type rdfs:Class .

(7) :isPartOf rdf:type rdf:Property .

(8) :hasPart rdf:type rdf:Property .



(9) :ingredientOf rdfs:subPropertyOf :isPartOf .

(10) :ingredientOf rdfs:range :Food .

(11) :hasIngredient rdfs:subProperty :hasPart .

(12) :hasIngredient rdfs:domain :Food .

(13) :wheat rdf:type :Plant .

(14) :banana rdf:type :Plant .

(15) :sugar rdf:type :Plant .

(16) :water rdf:type :ChemicalSubstance .

(17) :pork rdf:type :Animal .

(18) :bananaBread rdf:type :Bread .

(19) :bananaBread :hasIngredient :wheat .

(20) :bananaBread :hasIngredient :water .

(21) :bananaBread :hasIngredient :sugar .

(22) :bananaBread :hasIngredient :banana .

(23) :pork :ingredientOf :frankfurter .

You can use the numbers in the leftmost column to reference the triples in your derivations in
the following exercises.



Maximum points of this section: 20 points.



Question 10 Frankfurter
For the triple

:frankfurter rdf:type :Food .

either give a derivation from Γ

using the rules of RDFS and simple entailment or explain why this is not possible if no such
derivation exists.

Maximum points: 2 points.

Solution:

1. :ingredientOf rdfs:range :Food . –P (10)
2. :pork :ingredientOf :frankfurter . –P (23)
3. :frankfurter rdf:type :Food . -RDFS 3,1,2

+ 1 point for stating the correct premises
+ 1 point for applying rule RDFS 3



Question 11 Wheat
For the triple

:wheat rdf:type :Food .

either give a derivation from Γ

using the rules of RDFS and simple entailment or explain why this is not possible if no such
derivation exists.

Maximum points: 2 points.

Solution:

Not possible. hasIngredient has no range statement and Plant is not a subclass of Food.
So there is no information in the dataset that lets us derive this.

+ 1 point for stating it’s not possible
+ 1 point for explaining why it is not possible.

The student should either mention that hasIngredient has no range or that Plant is
not a subclass of Food or give another reasonably good explanation letting us know that
we don’t have information to derive this.
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Question 12 Banana bread
For the triple

:bananaBread rdf:type :Food .

either give a derivation from Γ

using the rules of RDFS and simple entailment or explain why this is not possible if no such
derivation exists.

Maximum points: 2 points.

Solution:

Several possible solutions any of them is fine:

1. :hasIngredient rdfs:domain :Food -P(12)
2. :bananaBread :hasIngredient :wheat -P(19) [or 20, 21, 22]
3. bananaBread rdf:type :Food -RDFS 2,1,2

1. :bread rdfs:subClassOf :Food -P(2)
2. :bananaBread rdf:type :bread -P(18)
3. :bananBread rdf:type :Food -RDFS 9, 1, 2

+ 1 point for stating the premises
+ 1 point for using the correct rule (either RDFS 2 or RDFS 9)
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Question 13 Two triples

Does the Γ

entail these two triples?

_:x rdfs:type :Bread .

_:y :ingredientOf _:x .

either give a derivation from Γ

using the rules of RDFS and simple entailment or explain why this is not possible if no such
derivation exists.

Maximum points: 3 points.

Solution:

Not possible. The first triple can be derived with se2. The second triple can be derived using
first se1 and then se2, but we cannot derive both of them at the same time since you cannot use
the same blank node (_:x) for different concepts.

+ 1 point for stating that it is not possible to derive both triples
+ 2 point for a correct explanation of why (no triple where :ingredientOf is used with

:Bread, or :frankfurter is not the same URI as :bananaBread)

Note:

● Typo in exercise: rdfs:type should have been rdf:type, nobody mentioned during exam.
● Give 1 point if a student gives the entailment for the two triples without thinking about

that they cannot be entailed at the same time if it seems like that the student thought of
this as two isolated events. But NOT if the student does the two one after another (1, 2,
3, 4 ....) and he should have understood that the _:x cannot be reused for another URI. (I
could have made it more clear that I wanted them to be entailed at the same time).



Question 14 Frankfurter 2
For the triple

:frankfurter rdf:type :Sausage .

either give a derivation from Γ

using the rules of RDFS and simple entailment or explain why this is not possible if no such
derivation exists.

Maximum points: 2 points.

Solution:

This is  not possible. Not enough information. We can only derive that :frankfurter is a type
of :Food. There is no information that we can use to derive that it is a :Sausage.

+ 1 point for stating that this is not possible
+ 1 point for explaining why
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Question 15 Interpretation

Using our simplified RDFS semantics, create an interpretation I

such that I⊨Γ

.

Maximum points: 5 points.

Solution:

Infinitely many possible solutions. One possible is:

+ 1 point for interpretation of the domain
+ 1 point for interpretation of individuals
+ 1 point for interpretation of classes
+ 1 point for interpretation of properties
+ 1 point if the subclass/subproperty relationships holds

Note:

● If a student is missing classes/properties, try not to deduct points also from
subclass/subproperty as he/she has already lost points on this. But do deduct if there
are no such relationships.

● If one class/property/individual is missing, no point is given for class/property/individuals

16



Question 16 Entailment rules
A fellow student argues that entailment rules are unnecessary. And that we should rather
implement the model-theoretic semantics directly. He continues by saying that a direct
implementation of the model-theoretic semantics is the only way we can be certain that our
system conforms to the semantics.

Do you agree with the student? Why/why not?

Your answer should as a minimum include the following:

1) Is it best to implement the model-theoretic semantics directly or is it better to implement
entailment rules? Why?

2) If we build a system with entailment rules, is it possible to be sure that the system conforms
to the semantics? If this is the case, how?

Maximum points: 4 points.

Solution:

It is not possible to implement the model-theoretic semantics directly because checking if an
entailment holds w.r.t the semantics means checking it against an infinite amount of possible
interpretations. This is just not feasible. That is why we don’t implement a system directly using
semantics.

We can be sure that a system built on entailment rules does conform to the semantics. That is
done by proving that each entailment rule is sound and that the set of entailment rules is
complete w.r.t the semantics.

+ 1 point for not agreeing with the student
+ 1 point for mentioning that a system built on model-theoretic semantics is not feasible in

practice, thus a rule based system is better
+ 1 point for stating that we can build a system conforming to the semantics using rules
+ 1 point for mentioning proof of soundness and completeness to be sure that the system

conforms to the semantics.



Section 4: Description Logic and OWL

Section 4: Description Logic and OWL

In the following exercises you can use Manchester syntax to write axioms in Description Logic
(DL). The conversion between DL syntax and Manchester syntax is given in the following table.

You can also upload the answer to the DL exercises as a (single) PDF file. If you choose to
answer a particular exercise using a PDF, you should explicitly say so (e.g., see PDF).

Maximum points of this section: 20 points.

Classes, Properties and Individuals
This is the relevant vocabulary for Section 4

Use only the following classes and properties in your answers:

Classes/concepts:

● Pizza
● Spinach
● Cheese
● Vegetable
● Fish
● Meat
● Tomato
● VegetarianPizza
● PizzaQuattroFormaggi

Properties/roles:

● hasTopping
● hasIngredient

Individual/instance:

● cherryTomato
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Question 19 Tomato and vegetable
The individual cherry tomato is an element of the class vegetable.

Maximum points: 2 points.

Specify this statement as DL axiom (use DL or Manchester OWL syntax).

Solution:  DL: Vegetable(cherryTomato), Manchester: “Vegetable(cherryTomato)*”

+1 point: use assertion in the form of C(a)

+1 point: use correct concept and individual names

Note:

- 1 point: {cherryTomato} subClassOf Tomato, C(cherryTomato)
- 0 point: Tomato SubClassOf : Vegetable, Vegetable hasIngredient some cherryTomato
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Question 20 Pizza quattro formaggi
Pizza quattro formaggi is precisely a pizza that has four different kinds of cheese.

Solution:

PizzaQuattroFormaggi \equiv Pizza \sqcap =_4 hasToping.Cheese

PizzaQuattroFormaggi EquivalentTo Pizza and some hasTopping/hasIngredient exactly 4 Cheese

PizzaQuattroFormaggi SubClassOf Pizza and hasTopping min 4 Cheese and hasTopping max 4 Cheese

Maximum points: 3 points.

1. EquivalentTo, 1 point
2. And, 1 point,
3. Exactly 4, 1 point

Note:

- One can use hasTopping or hasIngredient
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Question 21 hasTopping
If some food is the topping of a pizza, then this food is also the ingredient of the pizza.

Solution: hasTopping ⊑ hasIngredient, hasTopping SubPropertyOf hasIngredient

Maximum points: 2 points.

+1 point “subpropertyOf”

+1 point use correct property names

Notes:

● Get 1 point: hasTopping SubClassOf hasIngredient, hasTopping subPropertyOf inverse
hasIngredient, isPizzaTopping SubPropertyOf isPizzaIngredient

● “inverse hasTopping SubPropertyOf inverse hasIngredient” is also considered to be correct
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Question 22 Fish and Meat
Fish is not meat.

Solution: Fish п  Meat  ⊑  丄, Fish ⊑ ¬ Meat

Maximum points: 2 points.

Note: 0 point: Fish EquivalentTo not Meat

Question 23
Which of the following statements best describe the statement: a spinach pizza is precisely a
pizza that has only spinach and cheese as topping?

Tips: consider the semantics of universal restriction and existential restriction. Please note that a
pizza without spinach is not a spinach pizza anymore.

Maximum points: 3 points.

Select one alternative:

1. PizzaSpinach ≡ Pizza ⊓ ∃ hasTopping. Spinach ⊓ ∃ hasTopping. Cheese
2. PizzaSpinach ≡ Pizza ⊓ ∀ hasTopping. (Spinach ⊔ Cheese)
3. PizzaSpinach ≡ Pizza ⊓ ∃ hasTopping.Spinach ⊓ ∃ hasTopping.Cheese ⊓ ∀

hasTopping. (Spinach ⊓ Cheese)
4. PizzaSpinach ≡ Pizza ⊓ ∃ hasTopping.Spinach ⊓ ∃ hasTopping.Cheese ⊓ ∀

hasTopping. (Spinach ⊔ Cheese)

Note:



+ 3 points: PizzaSpinach ≡ Pizza ⊓ ∃ hasTopping.Spinach ⊓ ∃ hasTopping.Cheese ⊓ ∀
hasTopping. (Spinach ⊔ Cheese)

+ 0 points: PizzaSpinach ≡ Pizza ⊓ ∃ hasTopping.Spinach ⊓ ∃ hasTopping.Cheese ⊓ ∀
hasTopping. (Spinach ⊓ Cheese)

+ 1 points: PizzaSpinach ≡ Pizza ⊓ ∃ hasTopping. Spinach ⊓ ∃ hasTopping. Cheese
+ 2 point: PizzaSpinach ≡ Pizza ⊓ ∀ hasTopping. (Spinach ⊔ Cheese)



Question 24 Vegetarian Pizza

Select all correct answers. You get 2 points for each correct answer and -1 points for incorrect
answers (but never less than 0 points for the whole question).

Which of the following definitions best describes our intuition about the concept “vegetarian
pizza” to be a pizza that contains neither meat nor fish?

Tips: consider the semantics of negation, universal restriction and existential restriction. Also
note that a pizza with either meat or fish is not a vegetarian pizza anymore.

Maximum points: 4 points.

Select one or more alternatives:

● VegetarianPizza ≡ Pizza ⊓ ¬ ∃ hasIngredient. (Meat ⊓ Fish)
● VegetarianPizza ≡ Pizza ⊓ ∃ hasTopping.¬ Meat ⊓ ∃ hasTopping.¬ Fish
● VegetarianPizza ≡ Pizza ⊓ ∀ hasTopping. (¬ Meat ⊔ ¬ Fish)
● VegetarianPizza ≡ Pizza ⊓ ¬ ∃ hasTopping.Meat ⊓ ¬ ∃ hasTopping.Fish
● VegetarianPizza ≡ Pizza ⊓ ¬ ∃ hasIngredient. (Meat ⊔ Fish)

Solution: 4th and 5th.



RDF and OWL semantics, SHACL

Section 5: RDF and OWL semantics,
SHACL

For writing OWL or DL expressions, you can use the Manchester syntax, see the table in
Section 4.  You can also upload your answer as a PDF file.

Maximum points of this section: 20 points.
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Question 26 Undergraduate student

Please give a DL-interpretation I such that

● I ⊨UndergraduateStudent⊑Student⊓∃studyAt.University

Please give a set of triples A such that

● I ⊨ A, where I is the interpretation that you have created
above.

(use the simplified DL semantics for RDF from the lecture)

Solution:

For example:

DL-interpretation:
ΔI = {a, u}
StudentI = {a}
UndergraduateStudentI = {a}
UniversityI = {u}
studyAtI = {<a, u>}

A = {:martin rdf:type :Student,
:martin rdf:type :UndergraduateStudent
:uio rdf:type :University,
:martin :studyAt :uio}

Maximum points: 5 points.

1. The given interpretation satisfies the OWL axiom as required (2 points)
2. Giving a set of triples (1 point)
3. The interpretation satisfies the triples (1 points)
4. Syntax correct (1 point), ignore tiny issues, minus 0.5 for minor problem
5. If student creates an I, such that I ⊨ A instead of  I ⊨ owl axiom, get 1.5 point



Note: the question is not complete.  “I ⊨ A ” is missing.  So originally, the question said nothing about the
restriction of A that students are going to create. But no one reported it during the exam. So if students
create a A such that “A ⊨ UndergraduateStudent⊑Student⊓∃studyAt.University” will also be counted as
correct answers.
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Question 27 SHACL
Please write SHACL constraints to restrict the following constraints:

● Every student only has exactly one student ID and student ID has to be 8 digits. (use the
property "studentID")

● The value of the property "studyAt" has to be an IRI and it is an instance of university.

Solution:

ex:UndergraduateStudentShape
a sh:NodeShape ;
sh:targetClass ex:Student ;
sh:property [

sh:path ex:studentID ;
sh:maxCount 1 ;

sh:minCount 1 ;
sh:datatype xsd:string ;
sh:pattern "^[0-9]{8}$" ;

] ;
sh:property [

sh:path ex:studyAt ;
sh:class ex:University;
sh:nodeKind sh:IRI ;

] ;

Or

ex:UndergraduateStudentShape
a sh:NodeShape ;
sh:targetClass ex:Student ;
sh:property [

sh:path ex:studentID ;
sh:maxCount 1 ;

sh:minCount 1 ;
sh:datatype xsd:integer ;
sh:minInclusive 00000000;

sh:maxInclusive 99999999;
] ;



sh:property [
sh:path ex:studyAt ;
sh:class ex:University;
sh:nodeKind sh:IRI ;

] ;

Maximum points: 10 points.

● 2 points: “exactly one” studentID
● 3 points: “student ID has to be 8 digits”. If students use xsd: integer, give 1 point; If “sh:datatype

xsd:string  and length=9;'' give 2 points.
● 2 points: "studyAt" has to be an IRI
● 2 points: value of “studyAt" has to be an instance of university
● 1 point: syntactive correct (-0.5 for small problems)
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Question 28 sh:minCount" vs "sh:minInclusive

Please use examples to explain the difference between SHACL constraint components
"sh:minCount" and "sh:minInclusive". For example, when should we use "sh:minCount" and
when should we use "sh:minInclusive"?

Solution:

“sh:minCount” is used to specify the minimum number of value nodes that satisfy the condition. In the
answer to question 27, “sh:minCount” is used to restrict that there are at least 1 value node.

“sh:minInclusive” is used to specify the range of admitted values.

:StudentShape    a          sh:NodeShape ;
sh:targetClass           :Student ;
sh:property [

sh:path         schema:age;
sh:minInclusive     6;
sh:maxInclusive    30;

];
In this example, the age of every student must be between 6 and 30.

Maximum points: 5 points.

● 1 point: how to use “sh:minCount”
● 1 point: example of “sh:minCount”
● 1 point: how to use “sh:minInclusive”
● 1 point: example of “sh:minInclusive”
● 1 point: whether the explanation is clear enough to understand


